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Background



FIDO2 protocol in browsers



Security Assumption 4

[SA-4]

The computing environment on the FIDO user device and the and applications 
involved in a FIDO operation act as trustworthy agents of the user.



Security Assumption 4



Reality



Reality



Even if one of the exchange points is insecure, the 
authentication succeeds



PoC 



The main goal of the PoC was to show the architectural 
weakness of the FIDO2 protocol



Attack Vector



Steps

1. Recognize Registration Websites
a. URL targeting
b. Brute-force all websites

2. Create Virtual Authentication Token
3. Catch and Intercept WebAuthn call
4. Stuff Credentials and send credentials to controlled server



Extension requirements

- Interact with tab and it’s status
- Allowed with “tabs” permission

- Extension must be able to intercept WebAuthn calls
- Only allowed with attached debugger
- “debugger” permission

- Send commands to tab
- Only allowed with attached debugger
- “debugger” permission

- Send stuffed credentials to controlled server
- Only allowed with Cross Origin permissions to specific website

* permissions are enforced by the browser



Developed MVP

- Upon opening any website, automatic stuffing is attempted
- If succeeded, credential is automatically sent to server through Cross-Origin 

Resource Sharing (CORS)



Regular Registration-Login Procedure

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1sY-asNOLCXpa_llSbvl0F1wN2-vQKRPu/preview


PoC Registration-Login Procedure

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1_bWtfVRB8OAux3W6q0pMMHYKcih0fqo6/preview


Thoughts and Discussion

- Attack Vector is feasible, although 
it’s scope is narrow

- Displays the weakness in the 
FIDO2 protocol architecture

- If there is a RCE bug in Chrome, 
sophisticated attacker is able to exploit 
FIDO2 protocol

- Enterprise mode is secure (for now) 
if unique identifier is correctly 
checked



Future Work:
What can be added or re-used in the FIDO2 protocol to 

make it secure against this attack vector?

How do we make the registration secure in an insecure 
environment?



Appendix



Chrome bug

- Virtual WebAuthn token requests are automatically accepted without prompt
- Stuffing is done automatically without letting user choose


